
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
After one round of the 2020-2021 Motul Honda Cup 
series, it’s old hands Andrew Johnston and former 
Targa and Nurburgring 24 Hour competitor Greg 
Spark who are out front in the points. 
 
Spark too his first series win at the first round at the 
Circuit Chris Amon, Manfeild recently but it was 
Johnston who left the Manawatu with the series lead. 
 
Steve Hughes sits in third place and another long-time 
racer in the category, Martin Dunn, is fourth. Just four 
points separate the top runners and it will be all to 
play for at Pukekohe this weekend. 
 
The series’ cars are some of the most interesting in 
the New Zealand racing community and for the 
budgets involved, also some of the fastest. The top 
runners will be running at the pace of some of the 
much faster category cars and the racing is intense, 
particularly amongst the front group who all use 
torquey 2.4 litre motors tweaked to unleash 
somewhere between 165kw and 185kw depending on 
additional mods. 
 
Combined with some very advanced aero solutions for 
domestic level racing – a lot of which are borrowed off 
Time Attack style cars – the Honda Cup boys have a 
real turn of speed, particularly at tracks like Pukekohe 
where the vtec motors can stretch their legs and the 
soft Hankook slicks work to best effect. 
 
There will be a few more cars out this weekend 
around the sweeping curves of Puke to complement 
the 1.6, 1.8, 2.0 and 2.4 litre cars too.  Watch out for 
three completely different race formats, a unique 
feature of the Motul Honda Cup.  
 
Race 1 is a rolling start from a scratch grid, race two is 
a reverse top ten where there is always plenty of 
action and the final race is a handicap grid start. What 
it means is the variety of winners and leaders in 
Honda Cup races is second to none. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
Pukekohe Entry  

 
7 Steve Pound Civic  
15 Mike Hoeft Civic  
21 Jamie Wiggins Integra DC2 
23 Greg Spark Integra DC2 
27 David Harker Civic 
46 Jason Weel Civic 
51 Mark Elley EK Civic  
57 Matt Dallimore Civic  
71 M. Hoeft Snr. Integra DC2 
74 Andrew Johnston Integra DC2  
75 Steve Hughes Civic EK  
76 Chris Hughes Civic EK  
77 Martin Dunn Civic EK  
79 Kevin Hopkins Civic EG LXi-R  
88 Jarrod cruse  CRX 
103 Shane Hine Integra DC2  

 

 

 

 

 

Veterans ahead in Motul Honda Cup 



 

 


